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GHHP: A Year in Review
Since the Gladstone Healthy Harbour Partnership (GHHP) was launched
in November 2013, the Partnership has:
 Attracted 25 partners from the community, industry, science,
government and statutory bodies
 Fitzroy Basin Association as the host organisation
 Established a science framework
 Determined grades
 Written technical reports
 Complete GHHP Report Card Framework Recommendations
 Launched the Our Harbour, Our Reflections project
The Independent Science Panel has:
 Determined the four components that would be used to measure
the health of Gladstone Harbour (environmental, social, cultural
and economic)
To ensure the GHHP would deliver a world class product, a workshop
was conducted with international report card experts from University of
Maryland.
The communications team has:
 worked towards developed GHHP branding
 produced promotional resources
 delivered a fortnightly media column
 Sourced a replica model of the harbour
GHHP has also enhanced its community involvement by conducting
displays at Gladstone’s Ecofest, Botanic to Bridge Fun Run, presented to
a number of community organisations and have also been working in
collaboration with a number of the local community organisations.
Work is also progressing on a GHHP funded stewardship project that
will assess the current management of ports and industry sectors
through a reporting framework.
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WHAT WILL BE IN THE
2014 PILOT REPORT CARD
Ahead of the release of the full Gladstone Harbour Report Card in 2015,
the GHHP will be releasing a Pilot Report Card in December 2014.
As we continue with the twelve month process of collecting all of the
required data for the full Report Card, the Pilot Report Card will be
released to gain feedback from the community and stakeholders to
inform the full 2015 Report Card.
Some data will be available in time to populate a subset of indicators for
the Pilot Report Card, but not all. The Pilot Report Card will contain the
initial results of the testing to date on the environmental, social and
economic health of the Gladstone Harbour. The data that will be
available in this 2014 Pilot Report Card has been sourced from data
sharing agreements from existing monitoring programs. Many existing
monitoring programs have been focussed only on the environmental
component of harbour health.

What is a
Report Card?
Just as school report cards
inform parents about their
children’s progress,
environmental report cards
can keep the community
informed about the state of
their local environment and
how it changes over time.
Within Queensland, we
already have environmental
report cards for the Great
Barrier Reef, Fitzroy
catchment and south-east
Queensland. The Gladstone
Harbour Pilot Report Card
will follow a similar format
but will also report on the
social, cultural and economic
health of the harbour.

The Gladstone Health Harbour Partnership is proud to announce the public release of the
GHHP ePortal. It synthesises many types of research and information about Gladstone
harbour, from pollution to fish species to weather, to the latest scientific research. The
impetus to produce the ePortal was public interest in Gladstone Harbour and
developments in the region.
The research and data collected is taken from a very wide group of stakeholders: from the
oil and gas and mining sectors, the community, fisheries, governments (State and Federal),
universities, research agencies such as the Australian Institute of Marine Science (a Federal
Australian Government agency) and our partners like CSIRO. It is just recently been made
public.
The GHHP ePortal is intended for people to discover, learn, investigate and download
environmental research and reference data for Gladstone Harbour. For example, you can
log into the site and type into the search field ‘pollution’ or ‘fish’ and you will see a list of
current and historical data on these topics. It is intended to improve transparency and
access to information about the environment.
The website can now be viewed at: http://data.ghhp.org.au/
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Our Harbour,
Our Reflections
‘Our Harbour, Our Reflections’ was launched on Friday
24th November at Gladstone Regional Council library.
The event was well attended by dignitaries,
interviewees of the project, partners and GHHP staff.
The ‘Our Harbour, Our Reflections’ project saw many
local Gladstone families share their own personal
stories of living in and around the harbour. These
stories have been captured and presented in a series of
videos and interviews. In their interviews, participants
discuss experiences, life changes, town changes and
what the harbour means to them, providing a sense of
the social and cultural value of the Gladstone Harbour
within the community.
The Our Harbour, Our Reflections video series will act as
a time capsule remembering and sharing the memories
and stories for generations to come, along with the
book as a written transcript of the video interviews.
Copies of the book and DVD were presented to
interviewees, as well as Mayor Sellers, for inclusion in
the Council libraries.
Our Harbour,
Our Reflections’
will be shown at
a range of
community
events.

National
Science
Week 2014
During National Science
Week the Communications Team worked alongside the Boyne
Island Environmental Education Centre (BIEEC) and the Port
Curtis Harbour Watch Coordinator to put together an
afternoon of activities revolving around science and the
harbour. The event took place at the BIEEC on Tuesday 19
August 2014 with activities designed to follow the theme of
‘Exploring Environmental Science’.
The collaboration of the three agencies not only worked to
raise awareness of National Science Week but also allowed the
children to recognise the benefit of science when monitoring
the environment, while delivering other important
environmental and science messages. The work that GHHP,
Harbour Watch and BIEEC are doing in the area of science and
environment sustainability was highlighted throughout the
event.
The event, which saw over thirty participants taking place in
the activities, was reported on by a representative from The
Gladstone Observer, assisting in our mission to create local
awareness and interest in National Science Week.
GHHP activities included information about the Partnership,
Gladstone Harbour Scale Model on display, Gladstone Harbour
map for younger participants and a ‘Catchment Story’ activity,
with an explanation of the science GHHP is using to monitor
and report on Gladstone Harbour.

Meet the GHHP Science Team
The GHHP Science Team consists of expertly skilled Dr John
Kirkwood (Science Convener), Dr Mark Schultz (Science
Technical Officer) and Dr Uthpala Pinto (Science Technical
Officer). John is a marine biologist who has worked as an
environmental advisor in the offshore petroleum industry
over the past two years and has taken part in environmental
expeditions all over the world. Uthpala (known as Pinto) has
been working as a postdoctoral researcher at the University
of Western Sydney prior to joining the GHHP. Mark has a
diverse background in research and management and has
completed a PhD in wildlife ecology from Charles Sturt
University. Our extremely qualified science team are tasked
with the responsibility of managing all of the GHHP science
project contracts and collating the results of all of the
monitoring that is undertaken.

GHHP Science Team: L-R Dr John Kirkwood, Dr Uthpala Pinto; Dr
Mark Schultz; with Independent Science Panel Chair Dr Ian Poiner
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WHAT’S ON

STEWARDSHIP IN FOCUS
Stewardship is responsible planning and management actions and is intended to capture
information on management efforts by industries, government and community to maintain
or improve water quality and Gladstone Harbour health.

DECEMBER 4, 2014
GLADSTONE HARBOUR
PILOT REPORT CARD 2014
LAUNCH

DECEMBER 4, 2014

Boat Creek will undergo site restoration works
over the next three years as part of an urban
waterways rehabilitation project supported by
Fitzroy Basin Association Inc. (FBA) through
funding from the Australian Government Reef
Programme.
FBA has worked in partnership with Gladstone
industry to establish the Boat Creek Industry
Group to restore the ecosystem health of Boat
Creek.
The group held their first working day in October.
They discussed the history of Boat Creek and its
value to the community before removing rubbish
and weeds from the restoration site. Future work
at the site will include tree plantings, erosion
control and the release of biological controls to
combat the invasive weed cat’s claw creeper.

GLADSTONE HEALTHY
HARBOUR PARTNERSHIP
NEW WEBSITE RELEASE

EARLY 2015
Boat Creek Industry Group involves
representatives from FBA, Fitzroy River and
Coastal Catchments, Gladstone Ports
Corporation, Rio Tinto Alcan, Cement Australia,
Queensland Energy Resources, Orica
Transpacific, DLS Contracting and Southern Oil.

GLADSTONE HARBOUR
PILOT REPORT CARD 2014
OPPORTUNITY FOR
FEEDBACK

For more information contact: Fitzroy River and
Coastal Catchments on (07) 4921 0573
WANT TO KEEP UP TO DATE
WITH GHHP ACTIVITIES...VISIT

www.ghhp.org.au

GHHP Partners

CONTACT GHHP
Phone
Email
Post
Web

1800 241 254
info@ghhp.org.au
PO Box 3465 Tannum Sands Q 4680
www.ghhp.org.au
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